Abstract—In order to research the cause of disease in modular expansion joints, in this paper, based on the secondary development, a general static analysis program has been compiled to facilitate the analysis of the integral finite element model of modular expansion joints. On this basis, the parameter analysis of modular expansion joints has been carried out using this program, mainly discuss the factor that affect the horizontal displacement of lamella. Moreover, the effect of the failure of sliding spring and control spring has been analyzed. The formula for the horizontal displacement of lamella is presented. The results show that the rigidity of control system and the condition of edge beam have a larger influence on horizontal displacement of lamella, then is friction coefficient of contact element, pre-tightening force and stiffness of sliding spring. Moreover, the failures of sliding spring and control spring are all close to the end of sliding. The research can provide scientific basis for the disease mechanism and the disease control of modular expansion joints.

Index Terms—Control spring, Lamella, modular expansion joints, sliding spring.

I. INTRODUCTION

The elastic control system of the modular expansion device has good performance [1], so it is widely used in bridges at home and abroad, such as Runyang Long-span Bridge, Jiangyin Long-span Bridge, Nanjing Second Yangtze River Bridge, Hong Kong Tsingma Bridge, Normandy Bridge in France, Gante Bridge in swiss, Korea Incheon Bridge [2]-[4], etc. Due to the lack of understanding of the working principle and failure mechanism of the modular expansion device, there are many problems in the use of the bridges. The modular expansion needs to be replaced once in 5-6 years, even though the original design working life is not less than 15 years. This has resulted in a great waste of resources and economic losses, and it also leaves a danger to traffic safety and bridge life. Many scholars at home and abroad have studied the disease mechanism of modular expansion device. Sun used finite element software to perform the horizontal dynamic analysis of the modular expansion device, the influence of wheel impact on lamella beam was analyzed. The research showed that when the speed is less than 60km/h, the horizontal impact of the wheel on lamella beam is very small. Only when the vehicle speed reaches 100km/h, will its horizontal impact force on lamella beam be considered [5], [6]. B. Zuada Coelho conducted a dynamic study on the disease of the modular expansion device, and the research showed that the impact load of vehicle has a great influence on the strain of lamella beam [7], [8]. The above research results discussed the cause of disease of modular expansion device from various aspects. However, in the actual use, the failure of the expansion device begins with the damage of sliding spring and control spring. If it is not maintained and replaced in time, the lamella beam will bend and break, and then the entire expansion device needs to be replaced [9], [10]. Therefore, it is necessary to study the factors influencing the horizontal displacement of lamella beam and the failure mechanism of sliding springs and control springs.

But at present, there is no software to conduct 3 Three-dimensional integral analysis of the modular expansion device, and more detailed parameter analysis has not been found in the relevant literature, but all these are necessary to analyze the cause of disease. So, in this paper, the failure mechanism of the modular expansion device is studied by compiling a general calculation program. Fig. 1 shows the disease of the expansion device [11]-[16].

Fig. 1. Disease of the expansion device.

II. THE PROGRAMMING OF GENERAL CALCULATION PROGRAM OF MODULAR EXPANSION DEVICE

A. Establish the Parametric Finite Element Model

The modular expansion device is mainly composed of joist beam, lamella beam, edge beam, rubber seal, joist beam box, stirrup, bearing spring, sliding spring and control spring (Fig. 2). Parametric finite element model was...
established with ANSYS APDL (Fig. 3). In the process of modeling, the secondary structure was simplified. BEAM188 Element was used to simulate joist beam, lamella beam, sliding spring box and sliding spring. Control spring was simulated by COMBIN14 Element. The contact friction between the sliding springs and joist beam was simulated by CONTAC178 Element. And Lagrange multiplier algorithm was adopted. The section types of lamella beam, joist beam and edge beam are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. Components of the modular expansion device.

Fig. 3. Finite element model for modular expansion joints.

Fig. 4. Section shape of Lamella beam, edge beam, joist beam.

Fig. 5. Program block diagram.

One end of the joist beam is fixed and all degrees of freedom are constrained, the other end is the sliding end and all degrees of freedom are constrained except that along the bridge.

B. Establish an Interactive Interface by TCL/TK

1) Overview of the program interface

Using the interaction between ANSYS and TCL/TK, establish the program interface shown in Fig. 4, through this interface, the model parameters can be changed easily and the finite element analysis can be carried out quickly. Parameter classification was realized by Label frame. In the TCL script file, the Place command is used to determine the location, width, and height of each element. Create a new font with the Set and Font create commands. The main command used in the interaction between TCL and ANSYS are: Ans_sendcommand, which calls commands from ANSYS into TCL; Ans_getvalue, which is used in the post processing to pass variables from ANSYS to TCL. In the post-processing section, given the output efficiency, the text output does not call the word document, but simply output the TXT file. The graphical output does not call an excel document, but using the BLT control to generate the scatter diagram directly. The program block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Plan view of 22-gap joint with mageba elastic control system (Nanjing).

Fig. 7. Finite element model for modular expansion joints of some bridge in Korea.

Through the program interface, users can customize the size of the model, the real constant and load, etc, and a series of post-processing results are obtained quickly. For example, the X deformation scatter diagram of Lamella beam and joist beam; Compression deformation scatter diagram of the sliding springs; Shows the overall deformation; Shows Von Mises Stress of Lamella beam; The Von Mises Stress of Lamella beam when contact element is deleted one by one; The force on the control springs and so on. All major post-processing information can be formed into a briefing and stored in text files.

2) Example

Fig. 6 shows the modular expansion device of Nanjing second yangtze river bridge. There are 7 joist beams and 21
Lamella beams. The distance of the joist beams is 1.4 meters, and of the Lamella beams is 0.2 meters. The stiffness of the control spring is $1e7$, and the friction coefficient of contact element is 0.03. The section radius of the sliding springs are 0.02. The vertical load of the bridge is $2.52e4$, and the horizontal displacement load is $0.1m$ (Fig. 7).

After clicking the "x-direction deformation of Lamella beam" button, the program will draw the horizontal displacement curve of the current model automatically. The x-coordinate of the curve is the number of Lamella beam and the y-coordinate of the curve is the horizontal displacement (m) of Lamella beam. Minus indicates that the direction of the horizontal displacement is the free end moving towards the sliding end. The horizontal displacement of Lamella beam is uniform, and every Lamella beam is involved in the work.

After clicking the "V on Mises Stress of Lamella beam" button, the program will displays the section shape of the entire model and the Von Mises Stress nephogram of the model automatically. The Von Mises Stress of Lamella beam is $0.395e9Pa$, much less than its yield strength.

### III. The Parameters that May Cause the Disease of the Modular Expansion Device Were Analyzed by Finite Element Method

The following analysis does not use the modular expansion device model of the Korean bridge, instead, a simple finite element model is established for analysis. There are 5 joist beams and 10 Lamella beams. The distance of the joist beams is 1.4 meters, and of the Lamella beams is 0.2 meters. The stiffness of the control spring is $1e5$, and the friction coefficient of contact element is 0.01. The section radius of the sliding springs are 0.02. The vertical load of the bridge is $2.8e4$, the Pre-tightening force is 100N, and the horizontal displacement load is $-0.1m$ (moving from sliding end to fixed end) (Fig. 3).

![Fig. 8. Horizontal displacement curve of lamella under different stiffness of control spring.](image)

**A. Stiffness of the Control Spring**

When the shrinkage of the expansion device is 100mm, the displacement of the lamella beam gradually increases unevenly from the fixed end to the sliding end. When the stiffness of the control spring is $1e4$, only a few lamella beams near the sliding end move, and the lamella beam near the fixed end does not work. Due to the uneven horizontal displacement of the lamella beam, the deformation of control spring is not uneven, so, the control spring near the sliding end is more easy to damage. As shown in Fig. 8, when the stiffness of the control spring increases to $1e5$ and $1e7$, each lamella beam moved. And within a certain range, the greater the spring stiffness, the greater the horizontal displacement of the lamella beam. However, when the stiffness of the control spring is particularly large, the horizontal displacement and equivalent stress of the lamella beam are significantly increased, as shown in Fig. 9.

![Fig. 9. Too large stiffness of control spring.](image)

Therefore, in the design of different scales of modulus expansion devices, the optimum stiffness of the control spring or the horizontal stiffness of the middle lamella beam can be selected by considering the deformation of the control spring and the deformation of lamella beam.

**B. Uneven Arrangement of the Control Springs**

As mentioned above, when the control springs are uneven arranged, the displacement of the lamella beam is uneven. Fig.10 shows the change of horizontal displacement of the lamella beam when the control springs are uneven arranged. When the control springs are arranged unevenly (The number of control springs from fixed end to sliding end increases gradually or the stiffness of that decrease gradually.), there are more lamella beams are working.

![Fig. 10. Horizontal displacement curve of lamella under Uneven arrangement of control spring.](image)
C. Friction Coefficient of Contact Element (MU)

As shown in Fig. 11, the friction coefficient of the contact element varies with the horizontal displacement of the Lamella beam. When decrease the friction coefficient of contact element (MU), the displacement of Lamella beam will increase. The smaller the friction coefficient, the smaller the friction resistance, and the larger the horizontal displacement of Lamella beam. Therefore, the change of horizontal displacement of Lamella beam is sensitive to the change of friction coefficient (MU).

![Fig. 11. Horizontal displacement curve of lamella under different MU.](image)

D. Pre-tightening Force

Fig. 12 shows the change of horizontal displacement of Lamella beams with different pre-tightening forces. When the pre-tightening force increases, the friction resistance of Lamella beam increases and the horizontal displacement decreases. Therefore, the pre-tightening force has some influence on the horizontal displacement of Lamella beam.

![Fig. 12. Horizontal displacement curve of lamella under different pre-tightening force.](image)

E. Stiffness of Sliding Springs

Fig. 13 shows the change of horizontal displacement of Lamella beam with different stiffness of sliding springs. The horizontal displacement of Lamella beam is more uniform when the stiffness of sliding spring is 1e6. In the case of applying only the pre-tightening force, when the stiffness of sliding springs is increased, the pre-tightening force of that will increases, so the friction resistance of Lamella beam increases, and the horizontal displacement decreases. As a result, the stiffness of the sliding springs affects the horizontal displacement of Lamella beam.

During construction, the pre-tightening force is applied by tightening the stirrup. As the stiffness of bearing springs is much larger than that of sliding springs, the stiffness of bearing spring has little influence on pre-tightening force, so it has little influence on the horizontal displacement of Lamella beam. However, the ratio of the stiffness of bearing spring and the stiffness of sliding spring should be ensured to prevent the impact of the instantaneous disengagement and closure of sliding spring under the vehicle load.

![Fig. 13. Horizontal displacement curve in different stiffness of sliding spring.](image)

F. Analysis of the Most Important Position of the Bearing Spring

Remove the contact element one by one, and the changes of Von Mises stress of Lamella beams are analyzed to find out the location of the bearing spring that affects the Lamella beam most.

![Fig. 14. Maximum Von Mises stress of lamella when delete the contact element one by one.](image)

Fig. 14 shows Von Mises stress of Lamella beams when the contact element are removed one by one. When the contact element near the bottom of the sliding end is removed (i.e., simulating the bearing spring fails), the Von Mises stress of Lamella beams is the maximum. That is, the bearing spring which has the most influence on Lamella beams is located near the sliding end (Point A). Fig. 15 shows the FN of bearing spring, and the position of bearing spring which subjected to the maximum vertical force is close to the sliding end at point B. Fig. 16 shows FS of the bearing spring. The shear distribution of the bearing spring is basically consistent with the vertical force distribution. The bearing spring under the maximum shear force and that under the maximum vertical force are the same one, that is, the bearing spring at the position of point C. The bearing spring with the largest impact on Von Mises stress of Lamella beams.
Lamella beams is not at the same position as the bearing spring with the largest stress, but in common, both of them are close to the sliding end.

The control spring with the largest impact on Von Mises stress of Lamella beams is not at the same position as the control spring with the largest stress, but both of them are close to the sliding end. The difference is that the control spring with the largest stress is located at the lower end of the expansion device, while that with largest impact on Von Mises stress of Lamella beams is located at the upper end of the expansion device.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the MSSS program was developed first, and the possible causes of the disease of the modular expansion device were studied by parametric finite element analysis. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) The horizontal displacement of Lamella beams is sensitive to the stiffness and arrangement of the control spring; It is sensitive to friction coefficient and pre-tightening force of contact elements; The stiffness of the sliding spring has a certain influence on the pre-tightening force, so it also has an influence on the horizontal displacement of Lamella beams.

(2) The stiffness of control spring is different in expansion device of different scales. On the premise that the stress of the Lamella beam is within the safe range, the higher the spring stiffness of the control springs, the greater the degree of involvement of Lamella beams. The control spring is not evenly arranged, so that the horizontal displacement of Lamella beams is more even.

(3) The smaller the friction coefficient, the less easily premature failure of the expansion device. The stiffness of the sliding spring should also be controlled to prevent it from slipping away.

(4) The most important bearing springs and control springs in the modular expansion device are located at the sliding end. That is, the bearing springs and the control springs at the sliding end are more likely to be damaged first, and the damage has a great impact on other components.
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